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Omaha Public PowerDistrict

444 South 16th Street Mall
Omaha NE68102-2247

May 21, 1997
LIC-97-0079

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, DC 20555

Reference: Docket No. 50-285

Subject: Licensee Event Report 97-003 Revision 0 for the Fort Caldoun
Station

Please find attached Licensee Event Report 97-003 Revision 0 dated
May 14, 1997. This report is being submitted pursuant to 10 CFR
50.73 (a) (2) (iv) . If you should have any questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,
l

S. h. Gambhir \
Division Manager
Engineering & Operation Support

EPM / epm
/ {l

' '

'

Attachment |

c: Winston and Strawn
E. W. Merschoff, NRC Regional Administrator, Region IV
L. R. Wharton, NRC Droject Manager
W. C. Walker, NRC St.lior Resident Inspector
INPO Records Center
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Manual Reactor Trip Due to a Steam Line Rupture
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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e.. approximately 15 single-spaced typewritten lines) (16)

On April 21, 1997 at 2023 with the plant operating at 100% power, a section of
the high pressure turbine fourth stage extraction steam line ruptured at a
large radius elbow (sweep) resulting in the Control Room Operators manually
tripping the reactor. Although several secondary systems housed in the Turbine i

Building were damaged, safety related systems functioned as required, and the |

reactor was safely shutdown. There were no personnel injuries resulting from j
this event.

preliminary information suggests that the physical cause of the steam
extraction line rupture was Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC). It was
determined that over-reliance was placed on one factor, that typically wear
rates for sweeps are low, consequently omitting the failed site from previous
inspections. Consideration of other factors (e.g., industry experience /
industry practice) could have resulted in selection of the failed site for
inspection.

Corrective actions include replacing the affected piping and inspecting and l

replacing additional piping as needed. Long term corrective actic7s include
completing the failure analysis of the affected pipe and upgrading the erosion
corrosion program.
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BACKGROUND

At the Fort Calhoun Station (FCS), extraction steam is provided from the
i second, fourth and sixth stages of the high pressure turbine. Steam i

extraction from the second stage supplies feedwater heaters FW-16A and FW-16B. j

Steam extraction from the fourth stage supplies feedwater heaters FW-15A and j
FW-15B. Steam extraction from the sixth stage supplies feedwater heaters j

j FW-14A and FW-14B aJ well as the auxiliary steam system. Overall steam cycle

| efficiency is maximized since a portion of the extraction steam thermal energy
is recovered in the feedwater heaters. ;

EVENT DESCRIPTION
,

On April 21, 1997 at approximately 2022 Central Daylight Time (CDT) with the
plant operating at 100 percent power, a sweep in the fourth stage extraction
steam line ruptured. Based on Control Room alarms and indications and a
report that steam was entering the Turbine Building, the Shift Supervisor
ordered a manual reactor trip at 2023. The reactor trip initiated a turbine
trip which closed the main steam stop valves, isolating the leak. Following
the reactor trip the Control Room Operators entered Emergency Operating

| Procedure (EOP) EOP-00 " Standard Post Trip Actions." Emergency boration was
initiated and non-trippable Group N control rods were conservatively inserted
to increase shutdown margin in the event of an uncontrolled cool down if the ,

leak was not isolated. At 2045 CDT, a Notification Of Unusual Event (NOUE)
was declared and the Emergency Response Organization (ERO) was activated to
increase management awareness and enhance staff augmentation. Based on plant ;

conditions Control Room Operators transitioned to EOP-01 " Reactor Trip |
Recovery" at the completion of EOP-00. All safety systems functioned as |

required and the plant was safely shutdown. No Engineered Safety Features
(ESP) actuated. A notification was made to the NRC Operations Center pursuant

.
to 10 CFR 50.72 (a) (i) on April 21, 1997, at 2139 CDT. This report is being
submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (iv) .

i As a result of the extraction steam line rupture various components in the
'

turbine building were damaged and portions of the fire protection system
: actuated. There were no personnel injuries resulting from this event. Motor
1 Control Center (MCC) MCC-4C3 was deenergized which resulted in the failure of

the turbine turning gear. Abnormal Operating Procedure (AOP)-32 was entered'

due to a loss of MCC-4C3. AOP-32 directs the operators to AOP-26 upon the,

failure of the turbine turning gear which is powered from MCC-4C3.

.
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The Fire Protection system actuated as designed due to the steam released at
,

the rupture. Fire pumps FP-1A and FP-1B were taken to pullout to stop them
after Operations personnel determined there was no indication of a '? ire. This ,

action was taken to minimize spraying water on operating electrical equipment,
lower the risk of electrical shock to personnel and terminate water
accumulation in the Turbine Building basement. The Fire Protection System
jockey pump FP-5 was also shut down.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This event is significant from a safety standpoint in that the reactor had to
be manually tripped and the potential for personnel injury was high. Safety
systems functioned as required. Also, there was no release of radiation
resulting from this event. However, manually tripping the reactor presents a
challenge to nuclear safety systems.

This event actuated part of the Fire Protection System, which had to be
disabled, thus decreasing the station's fire protection capabilities.
Actuation of the Fire Protection System also resulted in the spraying of water
on operating electrical equipment and increasing the possibility for equipment
damage and electric shock to personnel.

This event occurred in an area of the plant frequented by station personnel.
A steam line rupture of this magnitude could have resulted in serious injury
or death to plant personnel had it occurred at a different time.

This event did not, however, pose a significant challenge to nuclear safety.
The break was within the assumptions of a steam line break Design Basis Event,
was isolated within 19 seconds, and as such, had minimal impact on nuclear
safety.

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary information suggests that the physical cause of the steam
extraction line sweep rupture was Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC). A failure
analysis has been initiated to further analyze the physical cause of the
rupture and assess other potential mechanisms.

Based on the preliminary assessment information, it is postulated that pipe
thinning occurred over a period of time, and that significant thinning could

NRC FORM $46A (445)
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have been detected well before the event had the failure site been included in
an inspection schedule. Since the failed site had not been inspected, the
process of selection of inspection sites was suspect and has been reviewed.
It was determined that over-reliance was placed on one factor, that typical

"

wear rates for sweeps are low, consequently omitting the failed site from
previous inspections. Consideration of other factors, such as the generally
high susceptibility of high pressure extraction steam piping, plant
maintenance / modification history, industry experience / industry practices and
the inspection of components adjacent to areas where piping has been replaced
due to erosion / corrosion problems should have resulted in selection of the
site for inspection.

A factor that contributed to the situation described above is that there was a
lack of detailed, proceduralized methodology for selecting inspection sites.
Such a methodology could define the susceptibility evaluation process and
identify situations that would require expansion of the selected inspection
sites. Guioance from multiple sources could be incorporated into this
methodology.

,

!

Industry experience / industry practices and plant history information are
important consideratione during the selection of inspection sites. However,

incomplete utilization of plant history data, industry practices and
incomplete utilization of industry experience resources resulted in valuable
information not being adequately considered in the site selection process.
Lack of adequate management / supervisory oversight, independent knowledge, and )
independent assessment also contributed to this event.

'

i

|

Additional factors that may have contributed to the event were failure to 1

include sweeps in the inspection program, plus the lack of specific
guidelines, goals and training on the verification, comprehensiveness,
updating and use of the CHECWORKS model.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Completed corrective actions include:

1. Replaced the ruptured extraction steam pipe.

2. Inspected large radius carbon steel sweeps in the extraction steam
piping in the turbine second, fourth, and sixth stages.

NRC FORM 346A (4 95)
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3. Verified that other fittings (90 degree sweeps, tees, and reducers) have
been recently (1990 to present) inspected.

,

[ 4. Upgraded susceptibility evaluation.

: 5. Conducted a review of plant systems to ensure piping and components
i downstream of replaced components have been inspected.

{

6. Located and reviewed remaining inspection packages from the 1996r

3
refueling outage (RFO). !

e

7. Re-evaluated components displaying significant wear.

8. Reviewed highly susceptible systems (Feedwater, Steam Dump and Bypass,
Blowdown, Extraction Steam, Condensate, Heater Drains) using plant <,

personnel and independent industry experience.

9. Independently verified the adequacy of inspection coverage for
,

susceptible systems / lines. I

10. Performed additional inspections and replacements of piping as needed.

In addition to the corrective actions already taken the following additional ,

corrective measures will be taken. -

1. Complete failure analysis of ruptured sweep. This action will be
completed by July 15, 1997.

2. Revise the Erosion / Corrosion Program Plan, controlling procedures and
modules to be consistent with industry standards. This revision will

! include upgrade of the implementing procedures to be consistent with
industry standards (e.g., NSAC 202L, Rev. 1), development of
susceptibility documentation and requirements for use of current
industry experience. This will be completed by the beginning of the 1998
Refueling Outage.

3. Revise and verify the Fort Calhoun CHECWORKS models consistent with
industry standards by December 31, 1997.

!
PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

No ruptures of steam piping have previously occurred.
,

!
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